Recently, large-scale knowledge bases have been constructed by automatically extracting relational facts from text. Unfortunately, most of the current knowledge bases focus on static facts and ignore the temporal dimension. However, the vast majority of facts are evolving with time or are valid only during a particular time period. Thus, time is a significant dimension that should be included in knowledge bases.
INTRODUCTION
The great success of Wikipedia and the progress in information extraction techniques has led to the automatic construction of several large knowledge bases. DBpedia [4] , KnowItAll [5] , Intelligence In Wikipedia [20] , and YAGO [13] are major examples of such knowledge bases. These machine-readable knowledge bases consist of millions of entities, their semantic types, and binary relations between entities. Unfortunately, most of the current knowledge bases focus on static facts and ignore the temporal dimension of facts, although the vast majority of facts are evolving with time or are valid only during a particular time period. It is crucial to know the temporal scope of facts, e.g., birth/death dates of people, publication dates of books, release dates of movies and music albums, dates of important events, timespans of marriages, political positions, job affiliations, etc.
The temporal dimension is particularly important for oneto-one relationships, such as isMarriedTo or isCEOof. People can be married to several spouses, but only at different time intervals. A knowledge base that contains multiple spouses for a given person can only be made consistent by attaching time intervals to the facts. Moreover, the temporal dimension helps to distinguish current from outdated facts. The fact "Jacques Chirac holdsPoliticalPosition President of France" is a correct fact, but not valid anymore. By attaching a time interval, the fact becomes universally valid. Introducing temporal scopes to knowledge bases enables rich applications [21] , such as visualizing timelines of important people or events, time-travel knowledge discovery as of a certain time, inferring the chronological order and perhaps causality of facts and events, analyzing the relatedness of events, question answering, text summarization, etc. Such a time-aware knowledge base can be a great asset for historians, media analysts, social researchers, and other knowledge workers.
Research on this kind of temporal knowledge is very recent. Most related to our objective is the work on T-YAGO [19] and YAGO2 [6] , which are predecessors of the work presented in this paper. Both prior projects have extracted temporal facts from Wikipedia, with focus on infobox attributes [6] , on one hand, and a broader range of semistructured elements but with thematic customization and restriction to the football domain, on the other hand [19] .
In this paper we make the following contributions:
• We extend the knowledge representation of the T-YAGO ontology for temporal facts and events.
• We develop a rule based information extraction framework which extracts temporal facts and events from semi-structured parts of Wikipedia.
• We introduce a pattern induction method to create quaternary patterns for temporal fact extraction. We rank patterns by statistical measures.
• We present a pattern-based extraction technique to harvest temporal facts from free text.
• Our collection of more than 1.5 million temporal facts is publicly available at www.mpi-inf.mpg.de/~ekuzey/ temporalfacts, for experimental studies, as training data for learning-based approaches, and other applications.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses related work. The knowledge representation model is introduced in Section 3. We explain our approach to temporal fact and event extraction in Sections 4 and 5. Experiments and results are shown in Section 6, and we conclude the paper in Section 7.
RELATED WORK
Temporal fact extraction. Although time is a very important dimension for knowledge bases [3] , research on temporal fact extraction is very sparse and recent. Only [8, 11, 19, 17, 18, 14, 6 ] address the problem. T-YAGO [19] uses regular expressions to extract temporal facts from Wikipedia infoboxes and category names. However, it is highly customized to the special domain of football, and thus fairly limited in both scope and size. Our system, in contrast, is general-purpose and extracts facts from all domains. A reasoning framework for attaching timespans to existing facts is presented in [17] . The PRAVDA system [18] provides a method for harvesting temporal facts from free text. PRAVDA uses textual patterns and positive as well as negative seeds to extract candidates for temporal facts. Then it computes confidence scores for candidates by a label propagation algorithm. PRAVDA exhibits good precision, but its coverage is quite limited. For relations like isMarriedTo or worksFor, it merely extracts a few thousand temporal facts. Another recent approach is the COTS method [14] , which employs an integer linear program for temporal scoping of existing facts. This is an expensive machinery and relies on domain-specific constraints. Experiments in [14] are fairly small-scale, and limited to specific relations about politicians and movies. In contrast, our system extracts a large number of temporal facts in a scalable manner and without domain restrictions.
YAGO2 [6] is a recent extension of the YAGO [13] knowledge base with a focus on temporal and spatial knowledge. YAGO2 is similar in spirit to our work. However, it mostly draws from infobox attributes. YAGO2 does not extract facts from free text, nor from titles or lists. The work presented here takes temporal fact extraction a big step further. Event extraction. An area related to temporal fact extraction is event extraction as introduced in the TempEval Challenge workshops [15, 10] . This task is about identifying event-time and event-event temporal relations. In the TempEval Challenge, only a restricted set of Allen-style [2] temporal relations are used. The state-of-the-art system on this task is TARSQI [16] which detects temporal expressions (e.g., "last Friday" or "a week ago" in news articles) by marking events and generating temporal associations between events. HeidelTime [11] is a rule-based system that uses regular expressions and knowledge resources for the extraction and normalization of temporal expressions. [1] brings machine learning techniques and rule based methods together to improve the recognition and normalization of temporal expressions. The TIE system [8] does not only detect the temporal relationships between times and events, but also uses probabilistic inference to bound the time points of the begin and end of an event.
It is important to note that the concept of event in the above approaches is different from our concept of fact or event, which is defined in Section 3. Rather than augmenting relational facts with temporal validity points or intervals, systems like TARSQI or TIE focus on the relationships between temporal expressions. Here, events are defined to be verb forms with tenses, adjectives, and nouns that describe the temporal aspects of the events. In the example sentence "Obama accepted the award in Oslo last year.", systems like TARSQI consider the verb "accepted" to be an event, and the adverbial phrase "last year" to be a time point. Furthermore, they capture the relation between "accepted" and "last year", in a so-called event-time relation.
DATA MODEL
The most common knowledge representation model is Resource Description Framework (RDF) 1 . In RDF, facts are modeled as subject-property-object (SPO) triples where subject and object are entities (or literals, not considered here) and the property is a binary relation. An example fact is:
Albert_Einstein wasBornIn Ulm. For representing the validity timepoints or timespans of facts, we adopt and extend the RDF-style model of T-YAGO [19] . T-YAGO uses reification to model higher order facts.
First order vs. Higher order fact: A first order fact is an instance of a binary relation, such as
Bill_Clinton isPresidentOf USA. A higher order fact has another fact as its subject. That is, a higher order fact is a fact about another fact. An example is (Bill_Clinton isPresidentOf USA) startedOnDate 20-01-1993.
T-YAGO uses this representation to attach time spans to first order facts (base facts), thus creating higher order facts. It assigns a fact identifier to each fact and the time spans of facts are attached to these facts.
f1:Bill_Clinton isPresidentOf USA. f2:f1 startedOnDate 20-01-1993 T-YAGO uses three temporal relations to capture the validity time of the facts; startedOnDate, endedOnDate, happenedOndate. It employs the relations startedOnDate, endedOnDate to represent the start and end points of time intervals for the facts valid for a timespan, and uses the relation happenedOnDate for temporal facts valid only at single time points.
We first extend T-YAGO by introducing the notion of named events. Since temporal information is inherent in many facts, we further extend T-YAGO by introducing explicit first order temporal facts via meaningful temporal relations such as wasCreatedOnDate, wasEstablishedOnDate, wasDiscoveredOnDate, etc. In this way, we avoid the complexity of reification and higher order facts, simplifying the notation and usability.
Moreover, the confidence of temporal facts is stored in knowledge base as meta facts.
TEMPORAL FACT AND EVENT EXTRAC-TION FROM SEMI-STRUCTURED DATA
The temporal fact extraction from Wikipedia consists of two main phases, extraction from semi-structured data and extraction from text. The former is accomplished via harvesting infoboxes, categories, lists, and titles of Wikipedia articles by manually crafted rules to guarantee high precision (discussed in this section). The latter is achieved by harvesting free text of Wikipedia articles by automatically generated quaternary patterns (see Section 5).
Extraction from Infoboxes
Wikipedia infoboxes are essentially typed records of attributevalue pairs. Infoboxes usually contain the most significant information about the entity described by the article. For example, the infobox of the Wikipedia article about the French Revolution, shown in Table 1 , contains information about the name of the event, its location, its date, the participants of the event, and more.
A major challenge in harvesting infoboxes is the structural diversity that infoboxes exhibit. Each infobox has a particular type, such as Historical event, Election, Military conflict, Competition, etc. For example, the infobox in Table 1 has type Historical event. During the evolution of Wikipedia, a large variety of templates has been used to represent the same or similar information. This results in different types of infoboxes with different attributes and different units of measurements for representing equivalent information. There are about 3,800 distinct infobox types and each of them has about 20 pairs of attribute and value on average [7] . However, there is a long tail in the distribution of the number of occurrences of the infobox types [7] . Thus, it is plausible to consider only popular infobox types, when creating a set of rules for extraction.
In this section, we focus on infoboxes of named events. Our aim is to extract as many named events as possible from infoboxes. The infoboxes are harvested by the help of an attribute map. A complete list of infobox types representing named events and the temporal attributes of the particular infoboxes are shown in Table 2 .
Definition: Attribute Map An attribute map is a function which maps an infobox attribute to a pre-defined relation.
An attribute map takes several attributes, such as date, year started, term start, etc. and maps each of them to a target relation, such as happenedOnDate, startedOnDate, etc. Example event facts that can be extracted from an infobox, such as the one in Table 1 The process for harvesting event facts from infoboxes is shown in Algorithm 1. The algorithm scans all Wikipedia articles. When it detects an infobox, it checks whether the infobox is a named event infobox. If so, the algorithm creates the base fact showing that the entity is a named event. Then, it goes through all attributes of the infobox. For each attribute, it looks up the attribute map to check whether the attribute is in the map. If the attribute map contains the attribute, the algorithm parses the value of the attribute and attaches the temporal value to the base fact. As an example, if the infobox in Table 1 is given to the algorithm, it will create the event fact f21: French_Revolution type TYAGOEvent by detecting the infobox type. Next, the attribute Date_start will be mapped to the relation startedOnDate. A regularexpression-based date parser is used to parse the value of attribute Date_start, yielding the date 1789-##-##. Here we use a slightly modified version of the date parser from [12] . Then, the event fact f22 is created as below.
f22: French_Revolution startedOnDate 1789-##-##.
Then the algorithm will continue by other attributes in the infobox till the last attribute.
Extraction from Categories
Among more than 500,000 categories of Wikipedia, about 70,000 categories contain temporal information, such as Conflicts in 2008, 1997 in international relations, Candidates for the French presidential election 2007, etc. These categories are heuristically extracted by employing various regular expressions checking whether a category has a date pattern. The accuracy of these heuristics is high, as shown in our experiments.
Manual inspection shows that temporal categories carry time information about political events, establishments, disestablishments, discoveries, disasters, accidents, publications, births, deaths, etc. In order to connect the temporal information extracted from a category name to the entities belonging to that particular category, we need to determine the correct relation between the entities and the tempo- create set of infobox types T for named events
4:
create attribute map A
5:
for all w ∈ W do for all articles w 6:
entity ← createEntity(w), create the entity associated to article w
8:
f act ← createFact(entity, type, T Y AGOEvent), create the event fact with type relation
9:
F ← F ∪ f act, Store fact
10:
for all attribute i ∈ w.inf obox do for all attributes in infobox of w
11:
if A.contains(attribute i ) then
12:
relation ← A.getT argetRelation(attribute i ) The target relation is determined
13:
value ← parseV alueOf (attribute i ) Value of attribute i is parsed
14:
if value is in range of relation then 15: A category-relation map is a function which maps a category name to a pre-defined relation by checking keywords occurring in the category name. To illustrate, the temporal category Establishments in 1999 is mapped to the relation wasEstablishedOnDate, since the category Establishments in 1999 has the keyword establishment. Table 3 shows the category-relation map used in our experiments.
Our system extracts the entities belonging to a temporal category and the temporal information appearing in the category name. Moreover, the relevant relation between the entities and the temporal information is determined by the category-relation map. Finally, the temporal fact is constructed. There are titles which seem to contain date patterns, such as "1644 Rafita, Skoda 1202, etc". However, these are false positives as the four-digit numbers refer to names of asteroids, car models, sports teams, etc. In order to overcome this problem, we test whether the categories of the article contain a temporal expression that matches the temporal information in the article title. If a category contains the same four-digit expression as the title, then we assume that this is indeed a year. As our experiments show, this heuristics works very well. This way, we extract many facts for the relation happenedOnDate from titles, which are usually named events.
Extraction from Titles
Keywords appearing in temporal category names Target Relation election, war, battle, conflict, revolution, riot, rebellion
Extraction from Lists
Here, we focus on harvesting the date articles in the Wikipedia corpus, such as "2005 (year), 25 January, 15 September 1985, etc." These articles contain itemized lists about important events, birth and death dates of important people, etc. Each article usually contains three main sections,"events, births, deaths". Each section contains many sentences or list items about significant entities. The birth and death sections of the articles follow a certain structure, which eases the extraction. The following list, for example, appears in the birth section of the Wikipedia 25th of January: In summary, by harvesting infoboxes, categories, titles, and lists with hand-crafted extraction rules, we can construct a very large and highly precise temporal knowledge base. In the next section, we discuss how to leverage this knowledge for extraction even more temporal facts from free text.
EXTRACTION FROM FREE TEXT
In this section, we present techniques to extract temporal facts from the full text of Wikipedia articles.
Pattern-based Extraction
We exploit the temporal knowledge base constructed from semi-structured data, in order to further grow the knowledge base. The key idea is to use the existing facts as seeds for generating quaternary patterns, which can then be applied to natural-language text for extracting additional facts. Our techniques pretty much follow the prior work on pattern induction for information extraction. However, almost all prior work has focused on binary relations. In contrast, our patterns have four arguments as we want to capture basic facts together with their validity timespans.
A quaternary pattern is a pattern that captures a base fact with its temporal scope.
As an example, the quaternary pattern "<politician> served as <political office> from <date> to <date>" can be matched against a full-text article and may produce the following temporal facts: f1:Bill_Clinton holdsPoliticalPosition President_Of_USA. 
Automatic Pattern Induction
The process of generating extraction patterns is bootstrapped by seed facts. Each seed fact for a particular relation has the following format:
"entity 1, entity 2, startDate, endDate" Sentences in which entity 1, entity 2, startDate, and endDate co-occur are extracted from Wikipedia articles of entity 1 and entity 2. The quaternary patterns are generated from these sentences by the word sequences that appearing in between the four arguments matching the seed fact. After all such patterns are created, statistical measures like (frequency-based) support is used to rank patterns, and we take only the ones above a certain threshold.
Application of Patterns
Once we have the quaternary patterns, it is fairly straightforward to apply them to the full text of Wikipedia articles. As an example, the pattern "<entity> was inaugurated as <entity> on <date>" is created for the relation holdsPoliticalPosition. When this pattern is applied to the sentence "Barack Obama was inaugurated as President of the United States on 20 January 2009.", it produces the following facts:
f27: Barack_Obama holdsPoliticialPosition President of USA f28: f27 startedOnDate 20-01-2009. Note that it is often necessary to check the entities in newly extracted fact candidates as to whether they have the proper types for the domain and range of the specified relation. We ensure the type consistency using the methods described in [13] .
The complete procedure of temporal fact extraction is described in Algorithm 2.
EXPERIMENTS AND EVALUATION

Extraction from Semi Structured Text
We downloaded the English version of the Wikipedia XML dump which is a 23GB text file. Each article is associated with a unique entity, apart from redirect pages, template pages, talk pages, and disambiguation pages. Here, we present the results of the experiments conducted for harvesting semi-structured text from Wikipedia articles. We extracted temporal facts from semi-structured text to create the temporal knowledge base. We ran our extractors over infoboxes, categories, lists, and titles of Wikipedia articles. In our all experiments, we evaluated the precision by using Mechanical Turk over randomly sampled facts.
When harvesting infoboxes, we focused on articles about named events. In order to extract the named events from infoboxes, we developed rules for correct extraction. These rules check the infobox type and decide whether it is a predefined event type, such as war, battle, conference, etc. We invoke these extraction rules as a template classifier as well, Algorithm 2 Temporal Fact Extraction 1: procedure harvest temporal facts(seed facts SF , corpus W , knowledge base KB, relation R ) 2:
P ← induce patterns(SF, W, KB, R) collect patterns
3:
create and rank pattern vector v (P ) using patterns in P
4:
F ← extract facts(W, v (P ) ) collect facts
5:
return all facts F facts as final output 6: procedure induce patterns(seed facts SF ,corpus W , knowledge base KB, relation R ) 7:
P ← ∅ set of patterns
8:
W 2 ← create subcorpus of seed entities(SF, W ) get articles of seed facts from the entire corpus
9:
for all f ∈ SF do for each fact f
10:
args ← args ∪ {(arg i (f ))} get all arguments, quadruples of the fact
11:
for all arg i ∈ args do for each quadruple
12:
P ← P ∪ {createpattern(arg i , W 2)} for each satisfying strings of W 2, create a pattern
13:
return patterns P 14: procedure extract facts(corpus W , patterns vector V ) 15:
F ← ∅ set of new facts
16:
for all w ∈ W do for all articles in W 17:
for all p ∈ V do for all patterns
18:
for all s ∈ W satisfying p do for all strings s in w matching the pattern p
19:
F ← F ∪ {(apply pattern and create fact(w, p, s))} creating the fact by applying p on s
20:
return F since they decide the type of the template of the infobox. Some of these rules are shown in Table 2 .
The number of named events extracted from infoboxes and their precision is shown in Table 5 .
In addition to temporal facts extracted from Wikipedia infoboxes, we also extracted a large number of temporal facts from Wikipedia categories. For the sake of re-usability, we built a database of Wikipedia categories which contains 534,765 categories. By using regular expressions for dates, we identified 60,582 categories which contain temporal information. We achieved very high precision in selecting this subset of relevant categories. We manually assessed 200 randomly chosen temporal categories, and found that 98% of them do indeed have temporal information.
The evaluation of the temporal fact extraction from categories is shown in Table 5 . Moreover, Table 4 shows the distribution of extracted temporal facts for different categories.
In addition to infoboxes and categories, lists in in date articles of Wikipedia provided us with a high amount of temporal facts about birth and death dates. We could extract around 83,000 temporal facts from date articles. 18,000 of these facts were already extracted during extraction from categories; so 65,000 new facts were found only in lists.
Finally, we could extract about 60,000 events from article titles. The evaluation for lists and titles is shown in the last two rows of Table 5 .
Extraction from Free Text
This section presents results for the extraction from free text. We start by presenting the data collection and the experimental setting, then we discuss the results.
We used a sample of 100 Wikipedia articles about famous politicians. We focused on fact extraction for the relation holdsPoliticalPosition, since holdsPoliticalPosition is one of the relations in YAGO2 which have the least number of facts, namely, around 3,000 facts. We selected 50 politicians as seed entities in order to automatically create patterns for the relation holdsPoliticalPosition.
The pattern induction step produced a list of ranked patterns. Some of the best patterns are shown in Table 8 .
The automatically generated patterns are instantiated on the test corpus of 100 articles (disjoint from the 50 seed articles), in order to extract base facts and the temporal information qualifying these base facts. All temporal facts extracted from free text are evaluated by using Mechanical Turk. Table 7 shows the results.
Comparison to Other Temporal Knowledge Bases
We also compared the results of our system to the systems that have similar spirit and comparable sizes, e.g., T-YAGO and YAGO2. T-YAGO exclusively focused on the football domain and gathered around 300,000 temporal facts, but did not report on precision. We compared our results to YAGO2 that harvests temporal facts and events from infoboxes. Table 6 shows that our system outperformed YAGO2 by a large margin, in terms of coverage for temporal facts and named events with time scopes. The precision figures are comparable. Meanwhile our methods have been integrated into YAGO2, so new releases will contain our larger-coverage results. # facts Precision # events Precision T-YAGO 300K n/a n/a n/a YAGO2 565K ∼96% 3.1K ∼97% Our System Automatically Generated Quaternary Patterns <politician> was <political office> from <date> to <date> <politician> served as <political office> from <date> to <date> <politician> was the <political office> serving from <date> until <date> <politician> was inaugurated as <political office> on <date> <politician> notably served as <political office> from <date> to <date> <politician> was appointed <political office> on <date> <politician> was elected <political office> in <date> <politician> was sworn in as <political office> on <date> <politician> is a politician who was the <political office> from <date> to <date> Table 8 : Some quaternary patterns for the relation holdsPoliticalPosition.
# facts # samples Precision
1.74M ∼94% 160K ∼93%
Discussion
We made some interesting observations about Wikipedia categories. Table 4 shows that a huge amount of temporal facts can be extracted from Wikipedia categories. Although prior work on knowledge extraction from Wikipedia categories [13, 4, 9] paid great attention to category names, it disregarded the great potential for extracting temporal facts. Our system extracted about 1.5 million facts from around 30,000 categories. As our sampling-based evaluation shows, the precision of our results is 90% or higher. We do have a non-negligible number of false positives in the extracted facts, though. These typically stem from infoboxes that do not obey Wikipedia template standards or from articles with incorrectly assigned categories. Nevertheless, we are highly satisfied with the precision above 90%, and we are working on techniques to counter the remaining error sources.
As for the extraction from free text, we achieved high recall: more than 200 temporal facts for the relation holdsPoliticalPosition from merely 100 articles. However, our precision of around 70% needs further improvement. The main problem at this point is that our ranking of quaternary patterns is too simple. So we do accept some noisy patterns. We are investigating better ways of pruning out bad patterns.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We have presented a framework to extract temporal facts from semi-structured part of Wikipedia articles. We also introduced an automatic pattern induction method to create patterns for given relations and to rank them based on frequency statistics of patterns. We used patterns to extract temporal facts from text.
Our work leaves ample space for further improvements. Possible directions for future works include:
• Developing a full-fledged temporal ontology. In our current work, we extended the T-YAGO architecture by adding new relations and the notion of named events. However, building a new ontology which is aware of the temporal dimension of entities and facts, the interactions of facts, the ordering and the causality of events, time-line of events, life stories of important entities (e.g., persons, organizations, etc.) still remains a widely open area.
• News and other Web sources. We currently use Wikipedia articles for extraction. We further aim to tap into news articles and other high-quality Web sources, since they contain a large amount of temporal information.
• Improving recall and precision. Although our experiments show satisfying precision with a large number of facts, we would like to extract more facts from text with high precision. One of the limiting factors for recall and precision is the difficulty of coreference resolution, named entity recognition and entity disam-biguation. We used heuristics to address these challenges; in future releases, we plan to incorporate advanced NLP techniques. Last but not least, we aim to improve our ranking of patterns for temporal fact extraction.
